
Hello Fellow Coaches!	  

Winter in South Africa brought numerous new (or not so new) experiences into our 
homes, businesses and lives. Having a training call whilst there is a loadshedding in 
progress became a funfilled experience. What happened in your life that you could 
reframe to something positive and happy? 

Many new “things” came into the world of Results. 

§  I share five super- duper questions from our “Framestorm” tool with you in this 
QQ. It is part of the new revamped and really exciting Coaches’ Toolkit 
programme. 

§  We have a new website. Thank you for visiting us there. There are new 
resources for each of you. Please let us know what your feeling, thinking and 
experience of the new webpage are? 

§  New trainers’ notes with new participant material and new content in the Brain 
Based Coach Certificate training are now fully implemented ….what a new 
mindset this required! The words  “ Breaking Bias” and “Growth vs Fixed 
Mindset” are just a few new concepts in this new world in RCS. 

Please feel free to ask questions about our new enhanced processes, courses and 
direction. 

Soon it will be a new season – Spring. We will keep on seeing, hearing, touching, 
tasting, feeling,  laughing and loving the world we live in.  

Remember, laughter makes the soul sparkle!  
  

	  Marina 
Owner Results Coaching Systems 
Licensee, Regional Manager & CEO NeuroLeadership Institute (Open Enrolment) SA	  
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10 Things Our customers want to 
share with you about our programs... 

 

Cape Town ICT group 

We have a new training venue! 
Our Johannesburg trainings for 2015 have been hosted at the  

Saxon Hotel, Villas and Spa in Sandhurst. The venue meets the high 
standard of the training offered at Results Coaching Systems. 

An extremely well managed conference that ran on 

time, covered vast amounts of groundwork and left 

me feeling very confident as I could see that the 

method works. 
Marion – Principle Ballet Teacher  

Even if you have coaching experience, the modern 

neuroscience constructs and the well defined 

structured approach of Results Based Coaching 

makes this learning special and worthwhile.  

Comes highly recommended! Christiaan – Business Owner & Consultant This course does not only teach you the fluffy of coaching, but real grounded 
models and principles that can successfully be used in business and personal 
coaching. Excellent practical hands-on course. 

Karen – Consultant 

Well worth my time and money. Thank you Marina 

and Gordon and the whole RCS community. 

Wangari  - Consultant (Kenya) 
This was one of the best courses, excellently 
presented, that I ever attended.  

Thys – Business Solutions 

Thank you for highest level of commitment, support, guidance, patience & passion you have 
displayed to all of us during this period. You guys Rock! If I were to do this course once again I 
would choose the 2 of you to train me. Once again "Thank You".  

Lindiwe – Travel and Tourism  

I enjoyed the course and gained more insight 

into myself, as well as enhanced my coaching 

offering. 
Sue  - Johannesburg 

I'm happy and feel fortunate to have been part of the 

Results Coaching experience. I'm looking forward to my 

ICF accreditation process and would recommend this 
qualification to anyone interested in changing people's 

lives. 

Rudolf  - Motivational speaker Brilliant course with excellent coaches/trainers! 
Pat – HR Manager 

The course provided me with a new impetus in my practice, as I 

now have a bigger and more meaningful offering for my clients.  

Linda – Public Relations 





The biggest quack! 

If you would like to see 
more of our “quacks”,  

“Like”  
our Facebook page. 
(www.facebook.com/
RCSpoweredbyNLGsa) 

Future Events to quack about 

4 August 2015: Information Session 
6 August 2015 : Executive Coach Training starts 

11, 12 & 13 September 2015: ICT face-2-face days (JHB) 

6 October 2015 : Coaches’ Toolkit starts 
28, 29 & 30 October 2015: BBCC face-2-face days (Cape Town) 

12 November 2015 :  Team Coach Training starts 



Quacking Questions to ask 

during a framestorm.  

(Now part of the Coaches’ Toolkit Programme)  

²  Think about a person who loves this situation or finds it easy. How might this person 
frame it?  
 

²  What would someone who admires me say about this situation?  
 

²  If you were to reframe the situation in a humorous way how might 
that sound 
 

²  How could you frame the situation so that you wouldn’t want to miss 
out on it?  
 

²  Which benefits or positive side effects does the situation give you? 



Tool: 8 Ways to Focus on 
Your Career with an 

Entrepreneurial Mind-set 
Being an entrepreneur doesn’t have to be limited to opening up and running a 
start-up. Here’s how you can be an entrepreneur in your current position by 
applying these eight insights that will shift the way you think. 
You don’t have to start your own business to benefit from the mental habits 
practiced by the world’s most wildly successful innovators. 
 
Here are eight entrepreneurial shifts you can try today, regardless of your 
profession or designation, guaranteed to help you ditch the employee mindset and: 

 Establish your own personal metrics board 
  
Entrepreneurs know exactly what makes their business, and themselves, tick. Pay close attention to your 
own health and happiness metrics: What makes you feel accomplished? When are you most inspired? Be 
mindful about tracking those moments, so that you can create more of them, more often. 

1 

 Look for efficiencies, everywhere       . 
  

The world’s most successful businesspeople don’t tolerate poor processes. Challenge the status quo: 
What’s the “red tape” that’s holding you back right now? Whether within your organisation or your 
personal life, it’s time to find a way to cut it down. 

2 

 Work hard, play hard 
  
There’s a reason whiteboards are still so popular amongst progressive, tech-dependant companies in 
2015. Complex breakthroughs often start with a simple sketch: Brainstorming can be just as good for 
your career as it is for big businesses. Set aside some time to play around with an idea that’s been on 
your mind. See what you come up with. 

3

 Live your values       . 
  

Entrepreneurs turn values into habits that increase their personal effectiveness and inspire those 
around them to flourish. 
Ground your behaviour in non-negotiable principles: When you demonstrate a commitment to independent 
thinking, integrity, teamwork, or having constructive attitude, you’ll also encourage those around you to 
follow suit. 

4 



Are you ready to adopt an entrepreneurial mind-set  
when it comes to your career growth? 

 Spend wisely to increase your returns 
  
Not all strategic moves have to be directly profitable. Always look at the bigger picture. Many strategic 
decisions work to improve your product or service, or put you in a more powerful position so you can 
compete with your competitors. Delay gratification to maximise return: 
 

Financial restraint not only means spending less than you earn, it also means spending money on real 
assets and initiatives that increase enterprise value. 

5

 Be mindful of time and attention       . 
  

Successful entrepreneurs tend to be highly organised, time-optimisation rockstars, with a capacity for 
laser-like focus where it counts. Time and our attention are our only truly finite resources: Would you 
wear the same outfit every day (à la Zuckerberg) if it freed up your time and attention to focus on more 
impactful decisions? 

6

 Turn your ambitions into achievements through strategy 
  
Entrepreneurial business leaders unite their teams behind a common purpose by communicating their 
strategic vision. Answer the question “What is my mission?”. Articulate your answer to that question, loud 
and clear, and watch people give you all they’ve got to help you achieve it. 

7 

 Shape the experiences that shape you       . 
  

Because they understand the importance of working to make themselves into the type of person who 
would be wealthy, entrepreneurs are often self-taught, and rigorously so. 
 
Develop skills that compound: Whether it’s learning to code, write copy, or handle your own accounts – an 

investment in knowledge always pays the best interest. 

8

Source:   Entrepreneur Magazine; written by Sam Paddock 



New website and 
Members Portals 

With Spring around the corner, we have embraced this time for “renewal”. We have launched 
our brand new website and would like to urge those of you who haven’t yet visited, to go have 
a look around.  

Our new website can be located at: 

http://resultscoaches.co.za 

Not only does our website include fun new content, but we have also added Participants’ 
Portals and Members’ Portals! As the names suggest, these portals provide resources 
custom picked to fit the different need of our “coaches-in-training” and qualified coaches, 
respectively. These portals have proven invaluable to both groups. 

If you are interested in joining our group of active members, please contact Tamryn on 
tamryn@resultscoaches.co.za or 0860 864 864. 

Marina’s Mandala 

Marina’s Mandala – drawn 
during a recent coaches’ 
workshop discussing the 
influence colour and shape has 
on you and your environment. 



Transition from ICF  
ACTP to ACSTH 

During the past 2 years Results Coaching Systems has been going through various changes 
regarding the ICF accreditation process – all of these leading up to the final transition of 
offering ICF Approved Coach Specific Training Hours (ACSTH) Programs.  

The time has come for this change to take effect!! 

By the end of this year, RCS will officially be accredited with the ICF as a coach training 
provider that offers ACSTH programs. 

“What does this mean for me?” I hear you asking… 
This transition brings with it a wider choice of programs available to all participants and 
coaches seeking to become accredited with the ICF.  All of our training programs still hold an 
“accredited hours value” and can definitely be used reach the required training hours for 
your chosen ICF accreditation. 

Rest assured. Results Coaching Systems coach training programs will continue to build on the 
quality that you have begun to expect from us. 

That’s a ‘quack’!  
We look forward to ‘quacking’ with you again next quarter. 


